A Performance by IU’s African American Dance
Company
Video: The words “IU” on crimson banner left]
[Video: The word “DAY” on red banner right]
[Video: Two banners come together to form the IU DAY banner]
[Words appear and encircle top and bottom of IU Day banner: ALL IU. ALL DAY.]
[Words appear on black film strip with IU DAY banner at top: A PERFORMANCE BY IU’S AFRICAN
AMERICAN DANCE COMPANY]
[African drum music begins]
[Dark dimly lit stage]
[Dance begins with 14 dancers wearing capri-length black tights and loose-fitting tops dancing
around the stage making large circular arm movements]
Dancers pair-up, holding hands, leaning back and forth into each other.
Dancers tip-toe with arms down by sides and palms faced upward toward center stage.
Dancers gather in center stage and raise arms toward the ceiling as a group.
Dancers lower arms and raise one leg.
Dancers bend at the waist, stand, and lift one leg while swaying arms.
[Video: Close up of dancers bending at the waist, standing, and lifting one leg]
Dancers continue this motion several times.
Dancers make large clockwise circular motions with arms and bodies and reverse the motion to
counterclockwise.
Dancers hop from one foot to other while extending one arm toward the ceiling.
[Video: Full-stage view of dancers with backs to the audience and bending at the waist.}

One dancer slides out of group’s center on her stomach. Crawling to a stand position to the left
of the group.
Dancer stagger/walks backwards toward the group’s center.
Group picks-up dancer and raises her extended body over their heads, as they move in a circular
direction.
[Music changes to faster pace and full instrumentation]
[Video: Dancers spread across the stage in pairs with arms outstretched toward the ceiling,
bending at the waist with arms outstretched and palms faced upward,
repeating this motion as they move clockwise in a circle.]
Dancers reach with one arm and then the other while dancing.
Dancers spin in circles and hunch down dancing in unison.
Dancers pump arms in air in unison.
Dancers turn to right and repeat pumping arms in unison.
Dancers continue this dance routine several times.
[Video: Close up of dancers dancing this routine]
Dancers face front, bend at the waist and raise arms straight above their heads with fingers
interlaced.
[Video: Full stage dancers stand in place, moving straight arms with fingers interlaced in slow
jerking motion]
Dancers bend knees and squat and move arms with fingers interlaced in circles at shoulder
height and above their heads.
[Video: Close-up of dancers bending at waist and hopping from one foot to other in circles]
[Video: Full stage of dancers continuing the dance motion]
Dancers with backs to the stage walk with arms outstretched to back of stage
[Video: Dance ends]
[Words appear on black film strip with IU DAY banner at top: A PERFORMANCE BY IU’S AFRICAN
AMERICAN DANCE COMPANY]

